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RESEARCH/SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS: Sizzle SWFL Restaurant Week (Sizzle SWFL) is a semi-

annual, charity-focused event that highlights the culinary landscape of Florida’s Collier and Lee counties 

by offering 2- and 3-course Sizzle SWFL menus to patrons for a low prix fixe price. After local restaurant 

owners shared their concerns about an area-wide shortage of stable hospitality staff, the founders of Sizzle 

SWFL created the Sizzle SWFL FGCU Food and Beverage Scholarship (Sizzle Scholarship) in 2018 to 

assist local high school students in their pursuit of Resort and Hospitality Management degrees from the 

nearby Florida Gulf Coast University (FGCU). By asking each Sizzle SWFL restaurant to donate $1 per 

Sizzle SWFL meal sold to the scholarship, the event began supporting the future of SWFL’s hospitality 

economy which would allow the culinary landscape to flourish. The scholarship did not meet its funding 

goal of $25,000 in 2018, and was at risk of not meeting the same goal in 2019. In an effort to assist the 

Sizzle SWFL team reach its annual fundraising goal, Vanessa Fernandez, APR offered pro-bono support 

for the 2019 Winter Edition of Sizzle SWFL which took place from December 2 to 15. In her preliminary 

discussions with the Sizzle SWFL founders, Fernandez learned one of the largest novelties for the event 

was its rarely-offered lunch and brunch menu selections. In winter 2019, only three of the 68 participating 

restaurants offered brunch. She reasoned the most efficient way to simultaneously reach her goals of (1) 

bringing awareness to the event and (2) raising funds for the scholarship was to host a large group event. 

She then devised a Ladies Sizzle Brunch which endeavored to bring local women together to dine for the 

cause. On November 27 (18 days before the last day of Sizzle SWFL), she conducted informal primary 

research by surveying her social media followers about their interest in various menus for the then-

tentative ladies brunch. She simultaneously conducted primary research on the Sizzle SWFL participants, 

discovering the largest opportunity for fundraising was available at The Catch of the Pelican at Naples 

Grande Beach Resort (The Catch). The restaurant went above any beyond the other 68 participants by 

pledging to make escalating donations throughout the event – $2 per meal on the first day, $3 per meal on 

the next day, etc. up to $15 per meal on the last day of the event. Additionally, the restaurant received 

national news coverage for their extensive Bloody Mary bar offered during brunch only. With this 

information and survey results in mind, Fernandez strategized to host a brunch for women on Sunday, 

December 15, 2019. The TARGET AUDIENCE for the event would be women living in or visiting 

Southwest Florida who could be reached via social media. OBJECTIVE: Raise $300 for the Sizzle 

Scholarship by hosting sold-out Ladies Sizzle Brunch within a $50 budget by December 15, 2019. 

IMPLEMENTATION: With just 15 days until the event, Fernandez began her campaign by 

collaborating with the hotel’s Director of Food and Beverage Manager to add differentiators to her event 

which would set it apart from the regular $21 Sizzle brunch available at The Catch. She negotiated the 



following benefits for all attendees in a $30 all-inclusive ticket: a 2-course Sizzle SWFL brunch including 

tax and tip ($21+ retail), access to the restaurant’s endless mimosa and Bloody Mary bar ($30 retail), 

valet parking ($10 retail), additional appetizers (breakfast pastries), light table décor, and private patio 

seating. The Catch would receive the total revenue from ticket sales (estimated at $600), and donate $15 

per attendee to the Sizzle Scholarship ($300 total for 20 attendees). The restaurant was responsible for all 

tasks associated with food, beverage, and setting up the space. Fernandez was responsible for managing 

ticketing logistics, photography, promotion, and hosting the group on the event date. After gathering 

event photography from Sizzle SWFL event curators, Fernandez created graphic assets and an Eventbrite 

landing page to host ticket sales. Leveraging the power of organic engagement on her Facebook and 

Instagram profiles to drive traffic to the ticketing page, Fernandez created a Facebook event page, social 

media posts, and Instagram stories to inform audiences. She simultaneously gathered supplies for raffle 

prizes, activities, and goodie bags. She collaborated with women-focused eBella Magazine to provide the 

publication’s latest edition to attendees at no cost, as well as with the Sizzle SWFL founders to provide 

three $50 restaurant gift card raffle prizes at no cost. The event sold out by the Friday, December 13 

deadline with 20 confirmed attendees. By the morning of December 15, the guest list increased to 25 

women after Fernandez received additional inquiries. Fernandez set-up the final table décor, then hosted 

the event for two hours by hosting welcoming activities, speaking to the group about Sizzle SWFL/the 

Sizzle Scholarship, managing dining needs, and overseeing overall event flow. The event concluded with 

attendees excited for the possibility of another Ladies Sizzle Brunch. EVALUATION: The Ladies Sizzle 

Brunch exceeded its goal. There were 25 attendees total (+5 over the objective), and the event came in 

under budget at $48.90. The Catch received a $750 revenue (+$150 over the objective), then made a 

donation of $375 to the Sizzle Scholarship (+75 over the objective). Of the 25 attendees, 21 confirmed 

they would attend a Ladies Sizzle Brunch again. BUDGET: The total budget for the event was $50 of the 

host’s personal funds. The total cost to host the event was $48.90 which included the attendee goodie 

bags and one raffle prize. All costs associated with the venue – including the space, menu 

production/printing, staffing, food and beverage – were covered by The Catch at no cost. eBella Magazine 

provided magazines in-kind, and Sizzle SWFL provided three $50 gift cards in-kind. The host’s time was 

provided pro-bono, which included all pre-event coordination, graphic design, and day-of coordination. 


